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Introduction. 

We begin our consideration of the linguist's approach to the problem of 
speech communication by inquiring into the nature of the data that  constitute 
the subject matter  of linguistics. We want to know what kind of problems 
are of special interest to the linguist, for only if we understand this will we be 
in a position to appreciate the reasons for the ways of the linguist which fre- 
quently seem strange to the outsider. 

As a first answer it might be proposed that  linguistics is concerned with 
characterizing the class of acoustical signals which men make in speaking. 
The natural way of going about this would be by investigating in detail the 
anatomical structures in man that  make it possible for him to emit this special 
set of signals. One would investigate the human vocal tract:  the larynx, the 
pharynx, the nasal cavity, the mouth, the tongue, the lips, etc., and one would 
at tempt to make statements about the motor capabilities of these organs. 
Once one had learned all there is to know about these physiological aspects 
of the problem, and, provided one knew a great deal of acoustics, one could 
give the desired description of the acoustical signals which such a mechanism 
was capable of emitting. One might further investigate the analogous mecha- 
nisms in other animals and might succeed in showing how the latter differ 

from those of man and how this difference uccounts for the differences in the 
respective acoustical outputs. The results of this inquiry would explain why 
the acoustical signals emitted by men in speaking differ from those of other 

animals. 
This is u very important area of ~tudy, and linguistics is vitally interested 

in these questions. Yet these questions do not exhaust the problems of concern 
to the linguist: they are but a small part  of the puzzles that  the linguist would 
like to solve. As a matter  of fact, if linguistics were limited to a consideration 
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of these problems, there would hardly  be any need for a separate discipline, 
since all of the above problems are dealt  with by  iqhysiology and acoustics. 

W h a t  makes linguistics as a field of enquiry  quite different f rom physio- 
logical acoustics is the fact  tha t  what  is commonly referred to as (( linguistic 
behavior  ,) covers a much broader  area than  the acoustical properties of speech, 
t hough- - a s  I have already sa id- - i t  specifically includes the latter.  Le t  me 
now describe a few of these addit ional  problems. 

We have all had the experience of hearing people speak with a foreign 
accent. Thus, for instance, we all know people who are physiologically normal,  
who ye t  find it  difficult to distinguish sounds tha t  we ourselves have no diffi- 
cul ty  whatever  in distinguishing. For  instances no English speaker would 
ever confuse the words (( bi tch )> and <~ beach ,)--not even under  conditions of 
high noise, as G. A. MII,LEg has shown. Yet  a speaker of l~ussian or I ta l ian  
would find it  ex t remely  difficult to keep them consistently apart .  Clearly the 
difference in the behaviour  of English and foreign speakers is not  physio- 
logically determined, because the foreigner can - -when  his a t ten t ion  is drawn 
to i t - - m a k e  the required distinction. The difference in behavior  is, of course, 
due to the fact  tha t  English, Russian, and I ta l ian are different languages, and 
tha t  different languages use different sounds. 

I t  may, therefore, be proposed tha t  adult  speakers have established a par- 
t icular behavior  pa t te rn  of their  vocal organs and tha t  this behavior  pa t t e rn  
accounts for the observed difficulty. Differences in language may~ therefore~ 
be equated with different habi tual  movements  of the tongue and lips and with 
different co-ordinations of these movements.  In  other words, one might  con- 
ceivably explain linguistic differences on a physiological-acoustical basis, 
provided one allowed for some learning. 

This, however, is not  really all adequate  explanation.  Consider, for instance, 
the manner  in which Lat in  is spok(n by  priests of different nationalities. An 
English-speaking priest may  read mass with a sound reper tory  tha t  is 100% 
English, and a French priest may  read the same mass with a sound reper tory  
tha t  is 100% French.  Yet  there is no sense to the s ta tement  tha t  the language 
of the mass is anything bu t  Latin.  

An a t t empt  may  still be made to save the view of language as a purely  
physiological-acoustical phenomenon by  saying that ,  e.g., the English priest  
uses the sounds of English with the statistics appropriate  for Latin. This, 

however, is hardly a good solution since it raises a host of ext remely  difficult 
problems. E.g., it raises the question of how it is possible ~o identify an ut- 

terance as English on the basis ot a very  short  sample, which might  be total ly  

atypical.  Bu t  even if this were possible, there are aspects of linguistic behavior  
which cannot  be explained in terms of physiology and acoustics alone, regard- 
less of the refinements introduced. I shall now give a few examples of this. 

A joke quite popular  among elementary school children in America is the  
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following question and answer:  W h y  can't one starve in  the desert? - - B e c a u s e  o] 

the sand which is there! The pun is based on the fact  tha t  word boundaries  are 

n o t  a lways marked  acoustically, and sand which is is f requent ly  indist inguishable 

f r o m  sandwiches. Yet  word boundaries  are crucial in unders tanding  the mes- 
sage correctly,  and given enough context  the speaker  of English will know 
how to assign word boundaries  even if they  are not  acoust ical ly marked.  

Word  boundaries,  moreover ,  are not  the only boundaries  which have  no 
acoust ical  signal and which affect the behavior  of the speaker. Consider the 

following ambiguit ies : 

Old I men and women 

He rolled l o v e r  the carpet  

Old men l a n d  women 

He rolled over ] t he  carpet  

which are due to differences in phrase s t ructure  t h a t  are not  marked  acoustically. 
I should ]ike also to draw a t ten t ion  to another  type  of behavior .  E v e r y  

speaker  of a language can pe r fo rm ra ther  e laborate  t ransformat ions  upon sen- 
tences. Thus, for instance, given a simple declarat ive sentence there is a 
s t anda rd  way of convert ing it into a (( yes or no >> question; or given an act ive 
sentence there  is a s tandard  way for convert ing it into a passive. As an 
i l lus t ra t ion of the la t te r  t ake  the sentence: A committee opposed the change i;t 

the bill which can be readily t r ans formed  into The change in the bill was opposed 

by a committee. In  order to explain how to pe r fo rm this operat ion we would 
normal ly  use such te rms  as noun phrase, verb phrase, transitive verb, etc., in 
the  obvious way. I t  is impor t an t  to note, however,  thut  here, too, there is 
no such thing as an acoustical  signal for these categories, ye t  the categories 

are  essential  in order to explain the speaker 's  behavior.  
Consider again the sentence, The change in the bill was opposed by a com- 

mittee. The choice of was as against  were is governed b y  the n u m b e r  (singular 
or plural) of the head  of the first noun phrase ;  i.e. change. But  the head  of 
the noun phrase,  which itself is a noun phrase,  does not  have  any  acoustical  

ma rke r  to distinguish it  f rom other noun phrases. 
I t  mus t  also be noted  t h a t  the head  of the noun phrase  governs the  choice 

of  was as against  were quite independent ly  of the number  of in tervening words;  

e.g., The change in the bill ]or the promotion o] the study of the mating calls o/ 

rhinoceri.., etc.., w a s  opposed by a committee. 
Engineers  and  other  non-linguists have  usually neglected problems of the 

kind jus t  surveyed,  considering t hem either outside of their  ken or re la t ively un- 
i m p o r t a n t  refinements.  Linguists,  on the other hand,  have  been keenly  inte- 
res ted  in such problems. The s tandard  g rammars  of the different languages 

a lways  t ry  to do something towards  solving such problems.  Unfor tuna te ly  

the  s t andard  g r am m ars  fail to be consistent or to make  clear the basis on which 
they  operate .  I n  wha t  follows I shall t ry  to present  in outline a descriptive 
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f r a m e w o r k  for  langu. ,ge which I believe to  be free of, a t  least,  the  m o s t  glar ing 

of these failings. The exposi t ion  will begin wi th  a review of some recen t  work  
of N. C~O~SKY and  will go on to  a discussion of the  phonic  aspects  of language,  
which  were not  considered b y  CKo~rsK¥. 

1. - C h o m s k y ' s  ana lys i s .  

Accord ing  to  CHO]~ISKY every  l anguage  has three  d is t inc t  sets of rules which  

opera te  on three  different  levels. On the  h ighes t  level the  rules are all of 

the  t y p e  <( X -+ :Y )> where  <( X --> Y ~) s tands  for <( replace X b y  :Y 5 wi th  the  

res t r ic t ion  t h a t  no t  more  t h a n  a single symbo l  can be rep laced  in a single rule 
and  t h a t  X ~ Y. 

As an i l lus t ra t ion of these rules we e~m take  the  fol lowing (*) : 

Sentence  -+ N o u n  Phrase  ÷ Verb Phrase  ÷ (Adverbia l  Phrase)  (1) 

:Noun Phrase  --> (Article) 5- N o u n  5- (Preposi t ional  Phrase)  (2) 

Verb Phrase  -~ Verb 5- (Noun Phrase)  (3) 

Adverb ia l  Ph rase  -+ A d v e r b  (4a) 

,~ >> --> Prepos i t iona l  Phrase  (4b) 

Prepos i t iona l  Ph rase  --> Prepos i t ion  + N o u n  Phrase  (5) 

Art icle --~ t h e  (6a) 

>> --> a (6b) 

N o u n  --> c o m m i t t e e  (7a) 

~> --> c h a ~ g e  (7b) 

>> --> d o g  (7c) 

>~ --> w a l k  (7d) 

~> ~ r e s u l t  (7 e) 

>> --> b i l l  (7 ]) 

V e r b  ---> o p p o s e d  (8a) 

~> - +  t o o k  (8b) 

)> --> b ~ r k e d  (8 e) 

(*) In applying a rule the symbols in parentheses may be omitted. The rules are 
only partially identical with those that  would appear in an actual grammar of English. 

32 - S~tpplemenlo al Nuovo Cimento, 
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Preposition --> o] (9a) 

~ --> ]or (9b) 

~ --> in  (9c) 

The application of these rules yields a partially-ordered set of symbol 
sequences. We shall call each symbol sequence, a string, and the set of such 
strings generated by the rules, a derivation. We may illustrate the process 
of applying the phrase structure rules by the following derivation: 

Sentence by rule 

Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase 

Article + Noun ~- Verb Phrase 

Article + Noun + Verb -~ Noun Phrase 

Article -~ Noun ~- Verb Jr Article -~ Noun -~ Prepositional Phrase 

Article -~ Noun ~- Verb -~ Article ~- Preposition ~- Noun Phrase 

Article ~- Noun ~- Verb ~- Article ~- Noun Jr Preposition -~ Article -[- l~'oun 

a committee opposed the change in  the bill 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(1) 

(6b), (7a) 

(8a), (6a) 

(7b), (9c) 

(6a), (71) 

Attention must be drawn to the following facets of the grammar just 

presented • 

1) The order of application of the rules is partly fixed owing to the fact 

that  a given rule can be applied only if the symbol to be replaced-- i . e . ,  the 
one appearing on the left-hand side of the rule--appears in the derivation. 

There must, therefore, be at least one initial symbol which must be supplied 
to the grammar from the outside and which starts things off. For the present 

set of rules the symbol (~ Sentence ~ will serve this function. 

2) In order for the grammar to continue to operate it is necessary that  
instructions be provided for selecting the next rule to be applied. The instruc- 
tions must be supplied from the outside. I t  is by exercising a choice, by 
selecting one rule from a set of possible alternatives that  information is being 
transmitted. This choice must evidently be made by the user of the grammar, 
for only he can transmit information. 
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3) The g r a m m a r  continues to operate  as long as the string contains 
symbols  which themselves  appear  on the lef t -hand side of one or more rules. 

The g r a m m a r  stops opera t ing when it  has produced a str ing consisting of 
symbols  which occur only on the r ight -hand side of the rules--e .g . ,  opposed 

in rule (8a ) - - and  hence are ((irreplaceable.)~ We shall call these (~ ix'repla- 
ceable )) symbols,  terminal symbols; strings consisting of te rminal  symbols only 

shall be called terminal strings. 
I t  is a lways possible to conver t  a derivat ion into a t ree like the one below. 

Noun  Phrase  

Article Noun 

a committee opposed 

Sentence 

Verb Phrase  

Verb Noun Phrase  

Article Noun Preposi t ional  Phrase  

~ ~ .  
Preposi t ion Noun Phrase  

Article Noun 
I ! 
' I 

the change v~ the bill 

The tree m a y  be famil iar  to some readers f rom their  school days. I t  re- 
presents  wha t  is commonly  known as (, parsing ~ or ~( d iagramming  ~) or (( imme-  
diate const i tuent  analysis ~> oi the sentence. I t  contains a t  least  a par t ia l  
answer to the question of whence come the boundaries  which in spite of their  
possible lack of acoustical correlate are nevertheless impor t an t  factors in the 
behavior  of speakers. 

The restr ict ion on the num ber  of symbols  tha t  can be rewri t ten  in a single 
rule guarantees  t ha t  given a te rminal  s t r ing-- i .e ,  a str ing produced b y  the  

appl icat ion of the phrase-s t ruc ture  ru l e s - - i t  will be possible to discover the 

associated tree or trees. Since ;lot more than  one symbol  can be rewri t ten in 

a single rule, every  line in the der ivat ien  mus t  have  a t  least  as m a n y  symbols  

as the one preceding it. Since repet i t ions t~f lines in the der ivat ion are not  

admi t t ed  (X ¢ Y), there mus t  be a finite n umber  of lines between the first 
line and the terminal  string. One can, therefore, t ry  out all one-line derivations,  

two-li.ne derivations,  three-line derivations,  etc., unti l  one e,;mes upon a de- 
r iva t ion  havhlg  the desired te rminal  string. 

Since there m a y  be more  than  one der ivat ion yielding the same terminal  
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string, there m a y  be more than  one tree associated with a single t o m i n a l  

string. The fact  t ha t  some terminal  strings have more than  one phrase  s t ructure  
representa t ion  accounts  for the ambigu i ty  of phrases like old men  and women;  

he rolled over the carpet; etc. 
By  repeated reappl icat ion of rules (1) and (5) endless sequences of words 

m a y  be generated.  This is not  an oversight  bu t  ra ther  a reflection of the fac t  

ment ioned  above t ha t  language places no upper  bound on the length of sen- 
tences or of consti tuents,  a l though all sentences are finite in length.  

We have  made much  of the fact  t h a t  te rminal  strings have  phrase  s t ructure .  

I t  is new necessary to point  out t ha t  te rminal  strings are abstract ,  represen- 
ta t ions  of certain /eatures  of sentences and t h a t  actual  sentences are, in fact ,  

no t  t e rmina l  strings. To see this, consider the English verb.  Since verbs  can 
be in the present  tense as well as in the pas t  we introduce a rule like the fol- 

lowing: 

Verb Phrase  -+ Verb -~ (Past) ~- (Noun Phrase)  (*) (3a) 

We would then  also need rules like 

oppose + Pas t  --> opposed (lOa) 

write + Pas t  -+ wrote (lOb) 

have + P~st  -*  had (lOc) 

think ~- Pas t  --> thought (10d) 

be ~- Pas t  --~ was (10 e) 

l~ule (10a) is within the restrict ions imposed on phrase  s t ruc turc  rules, 
for it requires in effect t ha t  the symbol  (( Pas t  ~) be replaced b y  -d. The other  
four rules, however,  violate  the phrase  s t ructure  constraints.  E.g.,  in (10b) 

the two symbols  (~ write )) and (~ Pas t  ~> are replaced b y  (~ wrote ~) in one step, and 

i t  is impossible to achieve the same result  if only a single symbol  were allowed 

to be replaced in a single rule. Consequently,  rules (10b) to (10e) are beyond  

the power  of the phrase  s t ructure  level. Since all verbs violat ing the phrase  

s t ruc ture  constraints  belong to the so-called (( s trong ~> or (~ irregular  ~) verbs of 
Engl ish it  m a y  be proposed t ha t  these verbs be handled as except ions;  there 

would then be no need to utilize more powerful  devices in the g rammar .  We 

shah see, however,  t ha t  the phrase  s t ructure  g r a m m a r  is not  powerful  enough 
to  handle  other, perfect ly  regular verbal  formations in a reasonably  economical  

fashion. The proposal  to consider the (~ strong ~) verbs as exceptions is, there- 

fore, of lit t le pract ical  importance.  

(*) We are disregarding the problems raised by number and person. 
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Consider now the Verb Phrases:  

had opposed was opposing had been opposing 

had written .teas writing had been writing 

had had ~vas having had been having 

had thought was thinking had been thinkin,g 

had been was being had been being 

In  order to generate tile examples in the first column we should need the rule 

Verb Phrase -~ ha t,e + (Past) + V e r b  - /Per fec t  Participle ~- (Noun Phrase) (3b) 

as well as 

oppose + Perfect  Part iciple -> opposed (11a) 

write + Perfect  Part iciple -> written (11b) 

have + Perfect  Part iciple -+ had (] lc )  

think + Perfect  Participle -~ thought (11d) 

be + Perfect  Participle --> been ( l l e )  

In order to generate the examples of the second column we should need 
the following rules: 

Verb Phrase --> be + (Pas t )+Verb  +Present.  Participle + ( N o u n  Phrase) (3e) 
and 

Verb + Present  Part iciple -+ Verb + -ing (is) 

Finally in order to generate the examples in the third column we need 
the following additional rule: 

Verb Phrase -> ha~,e + (Past) + be + Perfect  Part iciple + Verb + 

+ Present  Part iciple + (Noun Phrase) (3d) 

This rule, however, is the sum of rules (3a-c). I t  is, therefore, natural  to in- 

vest igate whether  the set of rules cannot  be simplified. Examining  rules (3a-d) 
we note the following regularities: 

a) The symbol (~ Pas t  )) is always associated with the first element of 
the Verb Phrase. 
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b) I f  the Verb Phrase contains the auxiliary verb have the  symbol (( Per- 
fect  Part iciple )) appears after  the nex t  element  of the Verb Phrase.  

c) I f  the Verb Phrase contains the auxil iary verb be~ the  symbol (~ Pre- 
sent Part iciple ,) appears af ter  the next  element  of the Verb Phrase. 

d) I f  bo th  auxiliary verbs have and be occur in the same Verb Phrase, 

have precedes be. 

e) The only element which must  appear  in the Verb Phrase is (the 

main) Verb. 

]) The auxiliary verbs precede (the main) Verb. 

The simplest way of handling these regularities is by  positing the  following 

two rules: 

and 

Verb Phrase -+ (Past) + (have ~ Perfect  Participle) + 

+ (be + Present  Participle) + Verb + (Iqoun Phrase) 

G-{- V --> V + G 

(3') 

(z) 

where V stands for any  specific verb (lexical morpheme) like oppose, have, 
be, think~ e t c ,  and G stands for a grammatical  operator  like (~ Per fec t  Par- 

ticiple, ~ (( Past ,  ,~ etc. 
Rule (Z) goes clearly beyond  phrase structure,  for it  changes the  order 

of the symbols, and once the order of the symbols in the strings is changed, 
there  is no longer any possibility of associating a tree with a string. We are, 
therefore,  faced with the al ternat ive of either maintaining the phrase s t ructure  
restrict ion and thereby  great ly complicating our description--e.g. ,  we would 
be forced to have four separate rules in place of the single rule (3)- -or  of' 
admit t ing  into the grammar  new rules tha t  are more powerful  t han  those of 

the phrase s t ructure  level. There are various reasons why the la t te r  alter- 
nat ive  is to be preferred. Accordingly we establish a second grammat ica l  
level, which, following CHO~SKY, we call the trans/ormational level. 

I t  is not  possible here to go into the details of the t ransformat ional  level. 
These can be found in C~O~SKY'S book Syntatic Structures. I should like, 

however,  to draw a t tent ion  to a few consequences of the decision to introduce 

the t ransformat ional  rules. 
Since rule (Z) must  precede rules like (10) and (11), the la t ter  together  

with (Z) are pa r t  of the t ransformational  level. This makes it  unnecessary 
to do anyth ing  special about  the (~ strong ~ verbs (rules (10b-d)), since on the 
t ransformat ional  level the prohibit ion against replacing more than  one symbol 

in a single rule does not  hold. 
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The terminal  strings, the final ou tpu t  of the phrase-s t ructure  rules, will 
contain symbols of two types:  lexical morphemes like oppose, committee, o], 
the, etc., ~nd grammatical  operators like ((1)ast, )) (( Perfect  Participle, ~) etc. 
This is due to the fact  t ha t  a t  least some grammatical  operators cannot  be 
replaced by  phrase s t ructure  rules; e.g., ~ Past  ~ is replaced in rules (10a-e), 
which are, however, t ransformational  and not  phrase s t ructure  rules. 

The terminal  string corresponding to our sample sentence is therefore 
represented,  with some simplifications and omissions, as follows: 

a ~ committee ~- Pas t  -~ oppose -~ the ~ change -~ in ~ the ~- bill 

The t ransformational  rules operate on terminal  strings and the trees asso- 
ciated with them. The notion (( head of noun phrase ~ which we have had 
occasion to use in the above discussion has an obvious and simple meaning 
if reference is made to  the tree associated with the par t icular  noun phrase. I t  
is a mat te r  of considerable difficulty to give a clear meaning to this notion if 
one limits oneself only to the terminal  string. 

Up to this point  we have been concerned exclusively with what  might  be 
t e rmed  abstract  properties of language and we have said nothing of its acoustical 
features. I t  is now necessary to examine the relationship between the ab- 
s t ract  entities tha t  have been described in the preceding pages and the con- 
crete sound waves tha t  comprise the spoken message. 

2 . -  Sounds of speech. 

The problem with which we shall be concerned in this lecture is the manner  
in which the sounds of speech are to be described. In  every  science the choice 
of a descriptive f ramework is an ext remely  impor tan t  mat ter .  I t  is usually 
not  enough tha t  the description reflect the physical facts to a sufficient degree 
of precision. We would like to describe these facts in such a way as to open 
up the possibility of saying other things of interest,  too. The following example 
illustrates this point  as it m a y  affect the linguist. 

English speakers form the regular plural of nouns by  adding a sound or 
sounds to the singular stem. They add [Iz] if the noun ends in [s], [z], 
[~], [~], [~], [~], (e.g., busses, c~ses ,  bushes, garages, beaches, badges); t hey  
add Is] if the noun ends in [p], If], [t], [0], [k], (e.g., caps, cull, cats, ]ourths, 
backs); and they add [z] in all other cases. 

In  stating this we have, however, m~de a number  of decisions regarding the 
manner  in which we shall describe the facts. We have spoken of individual 

sounds- - le t  us henceforth cM1 them segments - -and  we have a t tached labels 
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to them;  e.g., [s], [z]. We have decided in effect to view ut terances as sequences 
of a number  of discrete entities. I f  we were asked why we made this decision 
we would surely reply tha t  this seems to us to lead to a simple description of 
all kinds of facts. The questioner being a linguist in disguise might  then 
point  out  t ha t  our description would be even simpler if we had  a label for the 
segments [s], [z], [~], [2], [6], [~], and another  one for the segments [p], [f], 
[t], [0], [k]. Bu t  this is indeed the case if we describe the segments with the 
help of any  of the s tandard phonetic  frameworks:  the first set consists of 
the noisiest sounds in the English language, variously called hushing and 
hissing or strident sounds, and the second set contains only voiceless sounds. 
In  other  words, the classification of sounds into striderlt and not  s tr ident  
(mellow), and voiced and voiceless fits well with the above facts. 

We can now simplify the previous formulat ion in the  following rules: 

1~. 1 I f  the noun ends in a s tr ident  consonant,  then Plural--> [ IZ] .  

R. 2 If  a noun ends in a consonant  which is voiceless, bu t  is not  strident,  

Plural  --> [s]. 

1~. 3 In  all other cases, P l u r a l - +  [z]. 

In  order to obtain simple rules we have described the ut terances of English 
in a ve ry  special way. In  part icular  we have regarded the ut terances as con- 
sisting of sequences of discrete segments, and we have viewed the  segments 
as simultaneous actualization of sets of at t r ibutes  like voicing, str idency, con- 
sonantali ty,  etc. 

I t  is a well-known fact  t ha t  viewed as an acoustic phenomenon speech is 
quasi-continuous; in many  instances there is no obvious procedure for seg- 
ment ing the continuous acoustic signal in a way which would correspond with 
the segmentat ion imposed by  linguistic considerations. The question may,  
therefore,  arise: in what  sense can ut terances be said to  consist of discrete 

entities in sequence? 
While a rigorous segmentat ion procedure which would show in all cases 

a one-to-one correspondence with the linguistic representat ion,  m ay  not  be 
possible, it is possible to construct  devices which produce speech by  utilizing 
a set of discrete instructions which coincide closely with the linguistic seg- 
mentat ion.  The devices I have in mind are of the type  of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories '  Voder or the Haskins Laboratories '  Octopus. The signal emi t ted  
by  these devices is continuous speech, ye t  the input  instructions are discrete. 
There is, therefore, a good sense in which ut terances can be said to be made 

up of discrete segments. 
In  addition to viewing ut terances as consisting of discrete segments we 

have also viewed the segments as simultaneous actualizations of a set of attri-  
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butes. In  the descriptive framework with which we will be concerned below, 
the number  of such at t r ibutes  is quite small, about  15. These 15 a t t r ibutes  
are sufficient to characterize all segments in all languages. Since we cannot  
have knowledge of all languages--e.g.,  of languages which will be spoken in 
the f u t u r e - - t h e  preceding assertion must  be understood as a s ta tement  about  
the nature  of human  language in general. I t  asserts in effect tha t  human lan- 
guages are phonetical ly much alike, tha t  they  do not (~ differ f rom one another  
wi thout  limit and in unpredictable ways. ~ Like all generalizations this s ta tement  
can be falsified by  valid counter-examples.  I t  can, however, not  be proven true 
with the same conclusiveness. The best tha t  can be done is to show tha t  the 
ava, flable evidence makes it very  likely tha t  the s ta tement  is true. Most im- 
por t an t  in this connection is the fact  tha t  all investigations in which large 
numbers  of languages have been examined- - f rom E. SIEVER'S Gr~tndzi~ge der 
_Phonetik (1876) to T~[mETz~:o¥'s Grundzi~ge der Phonologie (1939) and PIK~S 
Phonetics (1943)--have operated with an ext remely  restr icted set of at tr ibutes.  
If  this can be done with about  a hundred languages from all parts  of the 
globe, there appears good reason to believe tha t  a not  great ly  enlarged 
catalogue of at t r ibutes  will be capable of handling the remaining languages 
as well. 

The phonetic a t t r ibutes  and the segments are devices in terms of which the 
linguist represents his data.  Like descriptive parameters  in other sciences, 
these do not  always s tand in a simple one-to-one relationship with the obser- 
vable  facts. We have already had to remark  on this indirect  relation in the 
discussion of the segmentat ion of the ut terance.  A similar si tuation prevails 
with regard to the phonetic  at tr ibutes.  The absence of this simple relationship, 
however, does not  mean tha t  there is no specific connection between the de- 
scriptive devices and the dat,~ of linguistics. In the third lecture I shall a t t em p t  
to outline this relationsip. 

I f  it is t rue tha t  a small set of at t r ibutes  suffices to describe the phonet ic  
properties of all languages of the world, then it  would appear  quite likely t h a t  
these at tr ibutes are connected with something fairly basic in man's  consti- 
tut ion,  something which is quite independent  of his cultural  background.  
Psychologists might  find it. rewarding to investigate the phonetic  a t t r ibutes ;  
for it is not  inconceivable tha t  these ~ttr ibutes will prove to be very  product ive  
parameters  for describing man's  responses to audi tory  stimuli in general. I t  

must,  however, be noted tha t  for purposes of linguistics, the lack of psycho- 
logical work in this area is not  fatal. For  the lin~o~ist it suffices if the at t r ibutes  
selected yield reasonable, elegant and insightful descriptions of all re levant  
linguistic d~rta. 

The at t r ibutes  in terms of which we shall describe the sounds of speech 
are due primari ly to l~. JAKOBSO~'. Following JAKo]3so~, we shall call these 
at t r ibutes  distinctive ]ear,ires. The distinctive features have been described in 
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deta i l  elsewhere. We shall, therefore,  present  here only the  a r t icu la tory  cor- 

re lates  of a few distinctive features  (*). 

Articulatory correlates o] the distinctive ]eatures (partial list). (**) 

1. Vocal ic-  nonvocalic.  Single vocal  cord source and absence of to ta l  occlu- 

sion in the oral cavity.  

2. Consonantal  - nonconsonantal .  Presence of ma jo r  constrict ion in the centrat  

p a t h  through the oral cavity.  

3. Diffuse - nondiffuse. Oral cav i ty  more  constricted in f ront  t han  a t  ve lum 

(backward flanged.) 

4. C o m p a c t -  noncompact .  Oral cuvi ty  more constr icted a t  ve lum than  in 

f ron t  (forward flanged, horn shaped.) 

5. Grave  - acute. ~¢Iajor constrict ion in per iphery  (lips or velum) of oral cavi ty .  

6. Nasal  - nonnasal .  Velum lowered. 

7. Voiced-  unvoiced.  Vocal cords vibrat ing.  

8. F l a t  - natural .  Lips rounded.  

9. Cont inuant  - in ter rupted.  :No s toppage of air flow through  mouth .  

The first two features  produce a quadr i -par t i te  division of the sounds of 

speech into 1) Vowels, which are vocalic and nonconsonanta l ;  2) Liquids, 
[r], [1], which are vocalic and  consonantal ;  3) Consonants,  which are non- 
vocalic and  consonantal ;  und 4) Glides, [hi, [w], [j], which are nonvocal ic  

and  nonconsonantal .  
Like all phonet ic  f rameworks ,  the  dist inctive feature  sys tem is a catalogue 

of a t t r ibutes .  The dist inctive feature  sys tem differs f rom other  phonet ic  f rame-  
works  in t h a t  i t  contains only b inary  at t r ibutes .  A segment,  e.g., is ei ther  
voiced or voiceless, and  there are no in te rmedia te  degrees of voicing ot which 

cognizance needs to be taken.  
The question m a y  well arise whether  this is more t han  an e m p t y  trick, 

since any  n u m b e r  of distinctions can always be  expressed in t e rms  of b ina ry  

(*) The fact that in the following list, reference is made only to the articulatory 
properties of speech and nothing is said about the acoustical properties, is not to be 
taken as an indication that the latter are somehow less important. The only reason 
for concentrating here exclusively on the former is that these are more readily observed 
without instruments. If reference were to be made to the acoustical properties of 
speech it would be necessary to report on experimental findings of fair complexity 
which would expand the present lecture beyond its allowed limits. 

('*) Each feature is designated by a pair of antonymous adjectives, which, in accor- 
dance with the following convention, are used also to designate the segments~ If the 
given description applies to a segment, it is designated by the first adjective; if the 
description does not apply, the segment is designated by the second adjective. 
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properties.  ~kll phonetic  frameworks incorporate a large number  of b inary 
a t t r ibu tes :  e.g., voicing, nasality, rounding, ~spiration, palatalization, etc. I t  is, 
of course, possible to replace these at t r ibutes  b y  mult i-valued properties.  No 
one has ever shown, however, tha t  anyth ing  is to be gained b y  this substi- 
tut ion.  The replacement  of mult i-valued properties by  b inary  features, on 
the  contrary,  does result  in a gain. 

In  order to see this we shall examine the so-called point o] articulation. 
The ~ point  of art iculat ion ~> is the place of max imum constriction in the oral 
cavity,  and it  has been cus tomary to describe consonants in terms of this 
point.  Thus, for instance, [p] is usually said to have a bilabial point  of arti- 
culation, [f], a labio-dental  point  of articulation, [t], a dental  or post-dental  
point  of art iculation, [k], a velar point  of articulation, etc. I~o l imitation is 
placed on the number  of such points. In  any  given language, however,  the 
number  of separate points tha t  need to be recognized is ra ther  small. As a 
ma t t e r  of fact,  i t  can be shown tha t  four such points suffice to describe all 
re levant  facts in any known language. Ins tead of the mult i-valued point  of 
ar t iculat ion dimension, the distinctive feature system contains the two features 
compact -noncompact  and grave-acute,  which distinguish the required four 
classes of segments:  [p] is noncompact  grave, [t] is noncompact  acute, [c] as 
in keys is compact  acute and [k] as in cool is compact  grave. 

The distinctive feature system employs less descriptive machinery than  do 
o ther  phonet ic  systems. Whereas in other  systems the  number  of possible 
points of art iculat ion is not  restricted, in the distinctive feature  system there 
are only as m~ny different classes ~s are absolutely necessary. The decision 
to replace the point  of art iculat ion by  two binary features,  however, has other 
interest ing consequences as well; e.g., it makes it possible to explain in a 
simple manner  certain linguistic changes which have puzzled linguists for a 
long time. One such example we shall examine in some detail. 

I t  has been observed tha t  when sounds change, these changes are gradual. 
E.g., it is quite common for a voiced consonant to change into its voiceless 
cognate or vice versa ( Iv ] -+  If] or [k]--~[~]);  it is uncommon,  or perhaps  
even unknown, ~or a voiceless consonant  to change into a "towel ([k] -/-, [u]; 
If] -/-~ [a]). This observation can be convenient ly expressed in terms of distinc- 
t ive features as follows: a sound change rarely affects more than  one feature. 

In  certain languages it  has been found tha t  [k] changes into [p] or vice 

versa. In  terms of the mult i-valued point  of art iculat ion this change is ra ther  
surprising, for [p] and [k] are produced with constrictions at  opposite ends of 

the oral cavity. One might  expect  a change of [p] to [t] since they  have adjacent  
points of articulation, but  it seems ra ther  curious tha t  [p] and [k], which are 

ar t icula ted ~t such widely separated points should be confused. The distinc- 
t ive feature system, however, provides a simple explanat ion for the puzzle. In  
terms of the distinctive features [p] and [k] differ in only a single feature:  [p] 
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is noncompac t  and and  [k] is compact .  Consequently,  the  charige of [p] in to  

[k] is s t ructura l ly  quite similar to the change of a voiced consonant  into i ts  
voiceless cognate.  

The second difference between mos t  s tandard  systems and the  dist inctive 

fea ture  sys tem lies in the t r e a t m e n t  of the two major  classes of segments,  the  
vowels and  the  consonants.  In  mos t  s tandard  systems these two classes are 
described in te rms  of features which are to ta l ly  different:  consonants  are de- 
scribed in te rms  of the (~ points of art iculation,  )) whereas vowels are described 

in te rms  of the so-called (~ vowel triangle. ~) In  the distinctive fea ture  system~ 

on the other  hand  these two classes are handled b y  the same features :  compac t -  

noncompac t ,  (diffuse-nondiffuse) and grave-acute.  The dist inctive fea ture  

sys tem is thus more economical than  other phonet ic  systems (*). 

3 .  - P h o n o l o g y .  

Utterances  are represented as sequences of dist inctive fea ture  segments .  
Al though in m a n y  instances the la t ter  s tand in ~ one: one relat ionship wi th  

the sounds t h a t  we speak and hear,  there are m a n y  instances where this re- 
la t ion is any th ing  bu t  simple. I t  is the major  a im of the present  lecture to  
elucidate this connection. The p a r t  of linguistics t ha t  is concerned with this 
p rob lem is called phonology. 

The phrase  s t ructure  grammar~ which was presented in Sect. l ,  con- 
rained rules like (~ 57oun-> committee, bill, etc. )) - cf., rules (6)-(9). These 
rules are basical ly lists of all existing morphemes  in the language. Our pur-  
pose in prepar ing  a scientific description of a language is, however,  not  achieved 
if we give only an inven tory  of all existing morphemes ;  we m u s t  also describe 
the  s t ruc tura l  principles which underlie all exist ing forms. J u s t  as syn tax  is 
not  identical  with an inven tory  of all observed sentences of a language;  so 
phonology-- i .e . ,  a description of its phonic aspec t s - - i s  not  identical  wi th  a 

list of existing morphemes .  

I n  order to generate  a specific sentence it  is necessary to supply  to the  

g r a m m a r  instruct ions for selecting f rom the lists of morphemes--i.e., f rom the  

morphemes  appear ing on the r ight  hand  side of rules (6) - (9) - - the  par t icu lar  

morphemes  appear ing  in the sentence. Ins tead  of using an a rb i t r a ry  numerical  

code which tells us nothing ab'out the phonet ic  s t ructure  of the  morphemes ,  

i t  is poss ib l e - - and  also more consonant  with the aims of a linguistic desc r ip t ion - -  
to utilize for this purpose  the dist inctive feature  representa t ion  of the m o r -  

(*) I t  is curious to note that the Hindu phoneticians had the idea of treating vowels 
and consonant together over 2000 years ago. Their solution differs from the one 
proposed here in that it classified vowels as well as consonants in terms of their points 
of articulation. 
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phemes  directly. In  other  words, instead of inst ruct ing the g r a m m a r  to select 
noun (7]), we ins t ruct  the gramma~r to select the noun which in its first seg- 

m e n t  has the features : nonvocalic,  consonantal ,  noneompact ,  grave, voiced, etc. ; 
in its second segment,  the features : vocalic, nonconsonantal ,  diffuse, acute, etc. ; 

in its third segment ,  the features:  vocalic, consonantal ,  etc. Ins t ruct ions  of 
~his type  need not  contain informat ion abou t  all features bu t  only abou t  fea- 

tures or feature  combinat ions  which serve to distinguish one morpheme  from 

another .  This is a very  impor t an t  fact  since in every  language olfly certain 
features or feature  combinat ions  e~n serve to distinguish morphemes  f rom one 

another.  We call these features and feature combinat ions phonemic, and we 
can say t ha t  in the input  instructions only phonemic  features or feature  com- 

binat ions mus t  occur. 
Languages  differ ~lso in the w:~y they  handle nonphonemic  features  or 

fea ture  combinations.  For  some of the nonphonemic  features there are de- 
finite rtfles; for others the decision is left  up to the speaker  who can do as he 
likes. E.g., the feature  of aspirat ion is nonphonemic  in English;  its occur- 
rence is subject  to the following conditions: 

a) All segments  other  than  the voiceless stops [k], [p], I t]  are unaspirated.  

b) The voiceless stops are never  aspi ra ted  af ter  Is]. 

c) E x c e p t  af ter  Is], voiceless stops are always aspi ra ted  before an ae- 

t en ted  vowel. 

d) In  all other positions, aspirat ion 

A complete g r a m m a r  mus t  obviously 
for  they  are of crucial impor tance  to one 
rectly.  

In  addit ion to features like aspirat ion 
mie, there are features in every  l :mguage 

of voiceless stops is optional.  

contain a s t a t e m e n t  of such facts,  
who would speak the language cor- 

in English, which are never  phone- 
which are phonemic,  only in those 

segments  where they  occur in conjunction with certain other features,  and are 
not  phonemic in other  segments.  E.g., in English the feature  of voicing is 

phonemic  only in the nonnasal  consonants ;  all other  segments  except  [hi are 
normal ly  voiced, while [hi is voiceless. 

So far we have  dealt  only with features which are nonphonemie  regardless 

of neighboring segments.  There are also cases where features are nonphonemie  

because they  occur in the vicini ty  of certain other segments.  

As an example  we might  take the segment  sequences a t  the beginning of 
English words. I t  will be recalled t ha t  the features vocalic-nonvoeaIic and 

consonanta l -nonconsonanta l  distinguish four classes of segments :  Vowels, sym- 

bolized here by  V, are vocalic and nonconsonanta l ;  Consonants,  symbolized 

b y  C, are nonvocalic and consonantal ;  Liquids [r], [1], symbolized by  L, 

are  vocalic and  consonantal ;  the Glide [hi, symbolized by H,  is nonvocalic 
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and consonantal  (*). We shall be concerned solely with restrictions on these  
four  classes; all fu r the r  restr ict ions within the  classes are disregarded here. 

English morphemes  can begin only wi th  V, CV, L ¥ ,  t IV,  CCV, CLV~ 

and  CCL¥:  e.g., odd~ do, rue, who, stew, clew, screw. A n u m b e r  of sequences 
are not  admi t t ed  init ial ly;  e.g., LCV, t ILV.  These constra ints  are reflected 

in the  following three  rules which are pa r t  of the  g r a m m a r  of English:  

Rule  MSI :  I f  a m orphem e  begins wi th  a consonant  followed b y  a nonvocal ia  

segment ,  the  l a t t e r  is also consonantal .  

~ u l e  ~ $ 2 :  I f  a m orphem e  begins wi th  a sequence of two consonants,  t he  

th i rd  segment  in the  sequence is vocalic. 

Rule MS3: I f  be tween the  beginning of a m o r p h e m e  and  a l iquid or a glide 
no vowel intervenes~ the  segment  following the  liquid or t h e  

glide is a vowel.  

These rules enable us to specify uniquely  a n u m b e r  of features  in cer ta in  

segment  sequences;  e.g., 

vocalic 

consonantal 
is conver ted  b y  rules MS1, 2 and  3 in to  

vocalic 

consonantal ÷ + 

÷ 

+ 

which stands for a sequence CCLV: 

e.g., straw. 

The MS rules are par t ia l ly  ordered. I f  the  order is not  imposed they  

will have  to be  given in a much  more complex form. Le t  us now introduce 

the convent ion t ha t  whenever  a feature  is not  specified in a segment ,  a zero 

shall be  wr i t ten  in the appropr ia te  column and row. We  shall say~ therefore~ 
t h a t  a zero s tands for an unspecified feature,  and a plus or a minus,  for a 

specified feature.  In  te rms  of this convent ion the sequence of columns repre-  
senting the  different m o r p h e m e s - - / . e ,  the input  instruct ions for phrase  struc-  

ture rules (6)-(9)--wil l  contain m a n y  zeros; indeed as m a n y  zeros as are com- 

pat ible  wi th  a t ta in ing the aims of the g rammar .  

We define an order-relat ion between segment - types :  We shall say t h a t  

(*) We consider the semivowels [j] as in you and [w] as in woo to be positional 
variants of the vowels [i] and [u], respectively. 
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segment - type  A is ~ contained ~> in segment - type  B, if and only if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 1) all specified features of A are found with the 
identical  values (the same pluses and minuses) in B;  and 2) a t  least  one fea ture  
specified in 33 is unspecified (has a zero) in A. The set of all e lements  no~ 
~ contained ~> in any  other  e lement  is called the set o] maximal scgmenttypes. 

] ]xamples  : 

A 

F~__~ + 

N 0 

B 

÷ 

C 

+ 
A is ~ contained ~ in C. The set of max ima l  

segment- types  is {B, C}. 

F1 

F2 

A 

÷ 

B C 

I 

o 
I 

I 
÷ --  

i 

all segment - types  are maximal .  

I t  has often been observed in linguistics t ha t  the p r ima ry  function of the  
phonemes  of a lano'uage is to distinguish one morpheme  f rom another.  I t  is, 

therefore, na tura l  to requh'e t ha t  the set of phonemes  of a language be a set  

of max ima l  segment- types .  In  other words, given any  two phonemes of 
language, it mus t  be the case t ha t  for a t  least  one feature,  one phoneme has 
a plus where the other phoneme has ~ minus, or vice versa.  

Each  specified feature  in a segment  represents  ~ piece of information t ha t  
mus t  be provided in the input  instructions. I f  our g r a m m a r  is a realistic p ic ture  
of the language, then this inform~tion mns t  be supplied b y  the speaker. Since 

we speak quite r a p i d l y - - a t  a ra te  which m a y  be as high as 20 segments  per  
second- - i t  is only reasonable to assume tha t  the number  of specified fe.~tures 
in the input  instructions is consis tent ly kep t  :~t a min imum.  One way  of ap- 

proaching this des idera tum is by  minimizing the number  of specified features 

per  phoneme.  I t  can be shown tha t  if this condition is imposed on ~ set of 

max ima l  segment- types ,  it will be possible to map  into a branching d iagram 

the mat r ix  representing the set of segment- types ,  in such a way tha t  if to 
each node a par t icular  feature  is assigned, then e~ctl pa th  through the d iagram 

beginning a t  the initial node and ending at  the end points of the branching 
d iagram represents a phoneme.  

In  order to see what  is involved consider the following sets of max ima l  

segment- types .  
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,~ 
÷ 

o 
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which there are no zeros. This feature,  which mus t  be assigned to the first 

node, subdivides the segment - types  into two classes. The nex t  two nodes 
mus t  be assigned to features  which have  no zeros for any  of the segments  in 
the two sub-classes. These m a y  be the same or different features.  Tile same 

procedure  mus t  again be possible with regard to the segments  in each of the 
four sub-classes establ ished b y  the former  features;  etc. When  a sub-class 
contains a single segment- type ,  the segment - type  is fully specified, and the 
p a t h  through the branching d iagram represents  exact ly  its distinctive fea ture  
composition. The two conditions establish a hierarchy among  the features. 
This hierarchy,  however ,  need not  be complete.  For  instance, when there 

are in tlle ma t r ix  two features  which contain no zeros, there is no reason 
to pu t  one feature  before the other ;  any  order will be sat isfactory.  Par t ia l  

ordering of features for different reasons is i l lustrated in the  second example  

above.  
Tile hierarchy of fet~tures established by  the two formal  conditions imposed 

on phonemes  provides an explanat ion for a number  of observat ions made by  

linguists. I t  accounts,  e.g., for the intui t ion tha t  the distinction between vowels 

and  consonants is somehow more crucial to the phonological  sys tem than  the 
distinction between accented and unaccented vowels, or between stops and  
eont inuants .  Since ill all phonological  systems it  happens to be the case tha t  
the features vocMie-nonvocalic and eonsonanta l -nonconsonanta l  mus t  precede 

~ll other  features,  it is quite na tura l  tha t  the segment  classes established b y  

these two features should be felt to be more central  than  other  classifications 
of segments.  

An interesting result  of a different sort  is obta ined in the case of the Finnish 
vowel  system. Finnish has the eight vowel phonemes  which can be charac- 
terized by  means of the following dist inctive feature  matr ix .  

fiat 

compact 

diffuse 

~rave 

' . ÷ 

- -  J I 

[oj [i] [~] [u]  

+ - -  + + 

- -  + + + 

+ --  i + J 

Since, however,  it is necessary to minimize the number  of specified features 

per  segment ,  we replace certain specified features by  zeros as follows: 

33 - Supplemento al Nuovo Cimeato. 
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flat 

compact 

diffuse 

grave-acute 

[~e] 

+ 

o 0 

+ 0 

[5] 

+ 

o 

[o] 

+ 

0 

+ 

[i] 

+ 

o 

I 

[~] i [u] 
I - -  

+ + 

o o 

+ + 

- -  + 

Fla t  

[~e a e i] [5 o ii  u] 

Compact  Diffuse 

[e i] [~  a] [6 o] [ii u] 

Diffuse Grave Grave Grave 

[e] [i] [~] [a] [o] [o] [~] [u] 

This replacement  of specified features by  zero has, however, an interesting 
parallel. Finnish is one of the languages which possess vowel harmony;  i.e., 
there is a restriction on what  vowels can occur in a single word. In  the case 
o f  Finnish, a word can contain as election either f rom the set Ira, 6~ fi, e, i] or 
f rom the set [a, o, u, e~ i]. The minimal distinctive feature mat r ix  provides us 
with a ve ry  elegant formula for the description of these facts;  i.e., a Finnish 
word cannot  contain both  grave and acute vowels. The formula holds only for 
the abst ract  representat ion of the phonemes as it  is embodied in the matr ix,  for 
physically speaking [e] and [i] are bo th  acute. In  the construct ion of the 
Finnish word, these two phonemes, however, do not  behave like other  acute  

vowels. The formal requirements  imposed on phonemes force us to t rea t  [e] 
and [i] as vowels which are neutral  ~vith regard to the ~eature grave-acute,  
and indeed this is how these phonemes appear  to be t rea ted  by  the language. 

The reasons advanced for reducing the number  of specified features in the 

input  instructions do not  hold only in the case of phonemes. As we have 
seen in the discussion of the segment-sequences tha t  are admi t ted  at  the be- 
ginning of an English word, under  certain conditions not  all features which 
must  normally be specified in a phoneme serve to distinguish one morpheme 
f rom another.  We have, however, not  required tha t  the input  instructions 
consist entirely of phonemes. We can now take advantage of this and leave 
unspecified in the input  instructions all features tha t  are not  phonemic. The 
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rules of the g r a m m a r  will insure in such cases t h a t  unspecified features are 
specified so as to yield the correct phonet ic  consequences; i.e., possible English 

ut terances.  
The question which we have  as ye t  not  discussed is a t  wha t  point  in the 

g r a m m a r  mus t  we place the various rules t ha t  reflect the constraints  on feature  

combinat ions.  At  first sight it  m a y  appear  desirable to place all of t hem a t  

the end, af ter  the operat ion of the t ransformat iona l  rules, since it  is only a t  

the  end of the t ransformat ions  t ha t  all g rammat ica l  opera tors- - i .e . ,  symbols 

like (~ Past ,  ~ (~ Plural ,  ~> e t c . - - a r e  conver ted  into features or feature  segments.  
I f  we were to apply  the above rules before the t ransformat ions  it  would be 
necessary either to apply  the same rules again, in order to handie  those feature  
segments  tha t  were in t roduced by  the t ransformat iona l  rules, or to specify 
m a n y  more features  in the ou tpu t  of the t ransformat iona l  rules. I shall now 

a t t e m p t  to present  reasons why it is necessary to apply  some rules reflecting 
constraints  on feature  combinat ions before the t ransformat ions .  

Since it  is always possible to add new words to the language the lists of 
morphemes  mus t  not  be considered closed. The rules which reflect the con- 

s traints  on feature  combinat ions do not  enable us to develop a procedure for 
discovering the mos t  economical  distinctive fea ture  representa t ion  for every  

m o r p h e m e ;  this can be found only by  repea ted  trial and error. Consequently,  
i t  is not  possible to predic t  ~ priori  wha t  types  of dist inctive feature  colunms 
will appear  in the representa t ions  of the different morphemes ,  for it is con- 
ceivable t ha t  a new morpheme  to be in t roduced in the future  will require for 

its mos t  economical  representa t ion  a distinctive feature  column tha t  is not  
otherwise found in the language. 

The above fact  has impor t an t  consequences for the construct ion of the 
g rammar .  We have jus t  said in effect t h a t  we do not  have  a way  for deter- 
mining what  distinctive fea ture  columns (segment-types)  will appear  in the 

te rminal  strings af ter  the appl icat ion of the phrase  s t ructure  rules. In  m a n y  
l anguages - - though  perhaps  not  in all l anguages - - the re  are certain transfor-  
mat iona l  rules which require t ha t  cer ta in features be specified. As an example  
consider the plural  of the English noun ~ s t raw ~ [str 'o]. As was shown at  the 
beginning of this lecture the features vocalic-nonvocalic and consonantal-  
noneonsonanta l  would be represented in this morpheme  as follows: 

vocalic --  

consonantal 0 

0 

+ 

I n  other  words, in the input  inst ruct ion there would be no s t a t emen t  re- 
gard ing  the nature  of the last  segment.  In  order to select the correct plural  
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ending for this noun, however, it is necessary to know its last segment (*). 
This information is contained in the rules reflecting the constraints on feature 
combinations; i.e. in rules MS1, MS2, MS3. I t  is necessary, therefore, to apply 
these rules before the rule forming the plural of nouns, or more generally be- 
fore all transformational rules. I believe that  the dividing line between the 
rules that  have to be applied before the transformations---let us call them the 
morpheme structure rules--and those that  have to be applied after the trans- 
formations--let  us call these the phonological rules--can be drawn by requiring 
that  the application of the morpheme structure rules result in segment-types 
which are specified to a point where the entire set of segment-types is map- 
pable into a branching diagram in which each segment-type is represented 
by a distinct path through the diagram, all paths beginning at the initial node, 
but  not necessarily ending in an end point. In other words, at this point the 
segment-types admitted in the representation are either phonemes or segment- 
types which are <~ contained in ~> phonemes. We shall call the latter segment 
types archiphonemes. -Since, however, the entire set must be mappable into 
a branching diagram a feature specified in a phoneme can remMn unspecified 
in an archiphoneme only if all features below it in the hierarchy established 
by the branching diagram also remain unspecified. 

Since the morpheme structure rules must be applied before the trans- 
formations, it is natural to include them in the phrase structure level rather 
than set up a separate linguistic level containing just these rules. The MS 
rules must, therefore, be of the same structure as other phrase structure rules; 
they must, e.g., not violate the restriction against rewriting more than one 
symbol in a single rule. They can not result, therefore, in the elimination of 
entire segments from the representation. Such rules, which are necessary in 
certain instances, will have to be included in another part  of the grammar. 

All remaining rules dealing with constraints on feature combinations are 
to be applied after the transformations. Since these rules differ from the trans- 
formations in two significant respects--namely, all the rules are obligatory; 
i.e., require no external instructions to be put into operation; and the rules 
do not require reference to other, earlier strings in the derivation--i t  is sim- 
plest to set up a special linguistic level containing only these rules. We call 
this third linguistic level the phonological level. The rules of the phonological 

level complete the specification of the phonetic properties of the utterance in 
so far as these are governed by the rules of the language. Phonetic properties 
whose actualization is left to the free will of the speaker are not  specified by 
these or any other rules. They are beyond the purview of the science of lin- 

guistics. 

(°) The rule governing the selection of the plural endings in English is stated 
at the beginning of Sect. 2. 
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